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Target or tactical

spotting scopes



TARGET OR TACTICAL SPOTTING SCOPES

•Target or tactical spotting scopes are one and the same devices

•Two names are just because of two different user groups that use these kinds of 
optics

• Sports shooters, benchrest shooters, and F-class shooters name them target spotting scopes

• Tactical shooters, the police, and the military use the word ́ ´tactical´´ spotting scopes

•Spotting scopes with an integrated reticle are normally a lot more expensive then 
spotting scopes without a reticle, especially if the glass quality is comparable

•For a long time, only premium manufacturers produced spotting scopes with a reticle

•Now also cheaper spotting scopes can be found with a reticle, but the quality and 
precision are not comparable to the expensive ones



GENERAL FEATURES

•Straight construction since it is easier and quicker to get on the target

•Some tactical spotting scopes have also an integrated prism, which drastically reduces 
the overall length, but increases a bit of the height
• Designed for easier transportation 

•All target spotting scopes on the market feature mounting sections for Picatinny rails 
for attaching additional equipment, such as a red dot sight, a rangefinder, etc.

•They all have the reticle in the user’s field of view

•For a long time only Mil-Dot reticle was available

•Nowadays also advanced reticles are in use such as the Horus H59, Tremor 2, etc. 

•The most common are reticles in MIL, but also MOA reticles are very popular

•Very rare are target spotting scopes with a digital reticle, which can be completely turned 
off for a clear picture without a reticle – the only producer for now is Swarovski

• In target spotting scopes with adjustable magnification, the reticle has to be positioned in the first focal plane, so the picture 
and reticle change simultaneously, in the exact same ratio



GENERAL USE POSSIBILITIES FOR 
TACTICAL SPOTTING SCOPES

•In sniper teams for observing the target and suroundings
for a longer time

•The tactical spotting scope is needed for wind reading, 
calculating the distances, and observing the bullet 
trajectory for corrections

•The reticle used in the rifle scope of the sniper, and the 
reticle used in the spotting scope are the same –
in MIL or in MOA

•The best-case scenario is if the shooter and the spotter 
have the exact same reticle. 



TARGET SPOTTING SCOPES FOR SPORTS 
SHOOTING

•Sports shooters like F-class and benchrest shooters do usually 
use the spotting scope simultaneously when shooting

•They usually use the spotting scope by themselves, without a spotter

•Since the majority of sports rifle scopes feature the reticle in the second focal plane due to the thin 
reticle, these scopes can be used for point of impact readings only on one exact magnification

•With the use of the spotting scope the POI can be read at all magnifications, and the correction for 
the next shot can directly be adjusted on the rifle scope

•Target spotting scopes feature also bigger magnifications than rifle scopes

•With a bigger magnification, it is a lot easier to spot the hits on the target, especially if the target 
spotting scope is mounted on a tripod, higher than the rifle scope on the rifle

•If the spotting scope is mounted higher, also mirage is not so much noticeable. 

•Observing the target through a spotting scope is more comfortable than through a rifle scope



SPOTTING SCOPES EYEPIECES WITH 
INTEGRATED RETICLE

•The majority of tactical or target spotting scopes on the market feature a factory 
built-in reticle

•One exception comes from the US company Vortex

•It offers a replaceable eyepiece for their Razor HD and Viper HD spotting scopes. 

•The spotting scopes come with an eyepiece without a reticle, 
but an additional eyepiece with an integrated reticle can be 
purchased separately and replaced when needed



BEST TACTICAL SPOTTING SCOPES

•In the past, the best tactical spotting scopes on the market, 
and the most established brands in this category were 
definitely Hensoldt and Leupold

•Their spotting scopes are widely used all around the globe 
by professionals in all climate conditions and harsh environments

•Today also Swarovski and Vortex joined with their high-end 
tactical spotting scopes

•Great optical performance is of paramount importance 

•High-end spotting scopes are available only for a high price

•This is because of the great optical quality they offer, 
which is expensive to produce




